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When a small airplane carrying four men vanished in 1968 over the vast skies of Albuquerque,
New Mexico an enormous official search was launched in the rugged American Rocky
Mountains. This spellbinding saga follows the men's wives, families, and friends once they
realized it was now up to them and them by itself to find themselves. Along the way, they get
help from President Lyndon Johnson, a U-2 spy plane, and an American Indian Tribe. That
official search was known as off within two weeks with few prospects. These amazing females
were joined within their search by a cast of heroes as varied as the New Mexico landscape,
including a group of Apollo space plan engineers, a bar owner, a stunt pilot, a minister, a few
of the world's most renowned psychics, and an army of full strangers. That plane and the ones
four men acquired disappeared off the earth. That discovery would modification everything,
forever, for everyone involved. An unbelievable, true tale of how two young hikers in the remote
control mountains of New Mexico stumbled on the greatest discovery of not only their lives
however the lives of a huge selection of others. The complete search effort ranks among the
largest in State background, lasting almost five years.
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PLAN AHEAD This is an excellent book.Prior to the book was published and we'd meet to make
correction on details, I sat on a park bench with him in the center of the square in Santa Fe
and cried, while I told him this very thing. I found the narrative gripping and the sequence of
events so done well that you were able to experience the tragedy through the eyes of
everyone suffering from the accident. I desire even more thoughtful people like Bruce would
create a story behind the moments, making the people come alive, having what happened
stay in our thoughts for a long period. Buy a duplicate for yourself and one to give as
something special; Five Stars Great Book Thank you! Excellent True Narrative About Missing
Plane Full disclosure, I knew the author in college. It's a great read! They said it was a reserve
you couldn’t put down after you started reading it. It is well-written, giving gorgeous personal
accounts on all involved in this tragedy. Five Stars this is my husband's cousin, I purchased it
for him. Best One Ever If you like true stories about adventures or missing things this book was a
wonderful detailed read. Bruce did extensive research into all the people involved along with
the continuous search for the plane. Yet he seemed youthful and careless if you ask me during
our meeting when he discovered the plane.A mutual friend told me of his unfortunate passing
and about this book.! AN EXCELLENT Page Turner "The Big One" is an extremely well written
publication that held my interest completely. It was well written so that you didn't get caught
up in detail verses the story of what happened. I will suggest this reserve. Reading books on
true adventures, mysteries, missing people places or items is something I love. you will need to
make sure your copy continues to be in your library! When Bruce came to me to listen to my
side of the story, I was a little angry with him. Beverly (Payne, Horton) Norman. I told him I
experienced never been able to talk about it.Years later I also kicked myself one thousand
times, following the interview for the reserve, for not ever keeping touching him, and speaking
with him about locating the plane. After all he previously been our answer to prayers. Even
though I knew they found the plane I couldn't put the reserve down. I knew back in High School
one of the young men that transpired in the plane. I however experienced a funeral and
additional matters to deal with. The book was well crafted and factual with great symphony for
the wives and family members left behind Interesting Story This was an extremely good read.
Now I regret that I didn't get to know him better. Don't intend to do other things in your entire
day, as you wish to keep reading, for more information about the people in this true story, as a
search for the dropped plane continues. I regret that I ignore it at the time, rather than made
the effort to contact him once again.When he explained about his Cancer, he was extremely
positive that he would beat it. I experienced heard this story from Bruce, but not all the details.
It is so unfortunate for me again to reap the rewards of his function, and he by no means saw it
published. I regret that. He told me he had told the tale to others over and over again. I
recommend this book. Moving story Truly great book. He appeared more interested in getting
our meeting over with. In addition, it opened outdated wounds. He, in the end was a
wholesome outdoorsman. RIP, Bruce.
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